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(Slide: Wheels Within Wheels) 

This is primarily a talk about recipe development, in the context of a single style—
IPA—mostly, but not entirely American IPA, augmented with other ingredients 
such as fruits, herbs, spices or vegetables, or subjected to other treatments such 
as wood-aging or souring, yielding a collective style I’ll refer to as Eclectic IPA.  It’s 
a bit of a companion piece to the book that I wrote over the past year or so, and 
which is being published by Brewers Publications right about now, the first in a 
series of monographs on IPA in its various guises. 

(Slide: Celestial Winds) 

In the course of developing recipes for Eclectic IPA there’s a lot to be considered.  
Of course there are the usual choices to be made as to the conventional 
ingredients employed—malts and hops, mainly, but also possibly yeast and water 
treatment—but there are a number of other angles from which to approach the 
conception of an artful and compelling new beer.  Some of this has to do with 
breaking down some of the quasi-scientific processes involved in the brewing of 
these beers—esters generated by fermentation and the use of hops; the aromatic 
and flavor aspects of essential oils not just in hops but in other ingredients as 
well; the flavor building blocks of oak raw, toasted and charred; and all the 
influences enacted on beer by microorganisms other than regular old 
saccharomyces. Within the context of this talk the science will be fairly light, but 
there will be a test—not today, but in the beers—the Eclectic IPAs--that you come 
up with later on. 

 

Why IPA, anyway?  What lends IPA in particular to combination with other 
things?  Why not Helles?  Why not Stout?  There’s a long tradition of Belgian 
brewers using interesting ingredients in their beers; why aren’t we talking about 
that today?  First off, let me say that you’ll never hear me arguing against any of 
those things.  If you think Helles cries out for the addition of cinnamon, or 
cherries—or both—have at it.  Stouts are generally pretty bold in their flavors and 
might in themselves mask many other specialty additions, but all you have to do 
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is look at all the wonderfully interpreted and augmented Stouts at Bell’s, or at 
Mountain Sun during the month of February and you know there’s room for play 
there, too.  And of course we all have a place in our hearts for the Belgians. 

All periods and pursuits have their cultural touchstones.  You’re going to hear me 
talk about music a couple of times in the course of this talk, so let’s start there.  
Depending on where and when you live, the dominant musical form might be the 
symphony; it might be the three-minute pop song, or the sixty-minute raga.  If 
transportation is how you express your aspirations, it could be horses, or chariots, 
or muscle cars.  IPA today is the dominant form of expression for brewers all over 
the world.  If you walk into a brewery from Vermont to Vietnam, tasting the IPA—
or IPAs—on offer is a sort of calibration.  IPA is like a common language, 
something we all at least speak even if we aren’t fluent. Not everyone makes or 
loves them, I suppose, but this is pretty generally true.  And yet we don’t all make 
them the same.  In fact, what each of us does differently to them in the course of 
brewing, fermenting, conditioning and dry-hopping is what makes them our beer.  
One multi-faceted mode of variation—and something we’re seeing increasingly—
is the improvisational addition of other stuff.  This doesn’t mean we’re winging 
it, it means we’re introducing variations on a theme. 

(Slide: Across the Universe) 

Before we get into anything technical at all, or even historical, let’s spend a few 
minutes on what I’ll call obvious ideas, things that you or I could come up with 
based partly on the landscape of what’s been done, and partly on the kinds of 
things that, to me anyway, just present themselves as substances and flavors that 
might combine well with the flavor and aroma elements of IPA.   

 

First there are the things I’ll call evocative leaps.  We all know that hops are 
flowers, despite many referring to whole hops as “whole leaf.”  So flowers are an 
obvious place to start.  I used to make an IPA with dried jasmine flowers, but lots 
of others have pretty interesting flavors and aromas—dandelions, roses, 
geraniums and violets.  Hops are often described as spicy, herbal or fruity, so duh, 
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augment your use of hops with spices, and herbs, and fruit specific and 
correspondent to the flavors and aromas you’re picking up in the hops you’ve 
chosen.  I mentioned the jasmine I used to use, and we’ve touched on herbs, so 
what about tea, whether made from flowers, or herbs, or the leaves of actual tea 
plants?  The processes for growing, drying and aging tea are fascinating, and could 
be a source for a lot of interesting and harmonious augmentation in IPA. 

 

Then there’s choosing elements of IPA to escort along the process toward 
enjoyment with ingredients that share their basic, tongue-derived flavor-types, 
elements such as malty sweetness, or bitterness.  Sweet peppers or even carrots 
could add a layer of sugary complexity, along with whatever other flavor 
elements they bring to bear.  Coffee and chocolate are both bitter in their 
essence.  Why not play around with some kind of relationship with the bitterness 
of hops? 

 

And then there are elements I’ll characterize as antecedent and antithesis—
things that have come before and things that on the surface seem wrong but 
might actually be contrived to work very well.  Wood aging is something that’s 
come before, and introduces flavors from oak, primarily, that will show up in a 
pale beer such as an IPA in very different ways than in the ubiquitous Bourbon 
barrel-aged stout—all due respect.  Sour beers might seem at odds with IPA—and 
through most of our brewing careers something to be avoided—but despite the 
general antipathy between hoppy and highly alcoholic beers and beer-spoiling 
bacteria, these elements can be timed in ways that fool them into getting along, 
perhaps through dry-hopping, or blending. 

 

These are some of the things you can do to IPA without having to think very hard 
at all.  Now to work… 

(Slide: Ballantine) 
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By its very excesses, IPA is a style that engenders controversy.  These days that 
includes all the quibbling about hazy and juicy IPAs, but it reaches back, in the 
relatively recent history of brewing, to whether pale, hoppy barley wines weren’t 
perhaps something more like really strong IPAs; whether the eventually resulting 
Imperial, or double IPAs were first invented in Newport, Oregon or Temecula, 
California; whether a Belgian IPA is an IPA brewed with Belgian yeast or a Belgian 
ale hopped like an IPA; and whether something that’s black can even be IPA.  It 
also stretches back to the story we’ve all heard—the myth some would say--of 
IPA’s origins. 

 

We all know that one—pale ale produced in Britain under contract to the East 
India Company,  mightily strong and prodigiously hoppy in order to survive the 
long sea voyage to the Indian subcontinent, aged for years and shipped in oak 
casks.  We also know that brewing historians dispute this story, insisting, as far 
as I can tell, that each part of the story may be more or less correct, but in its 
entirety it’s somehow all wrong. 

 

What’s all right, however, is the mutual admiration society created and 
perpetuated between IPA and craft brewing.  Many of us old-timers recall with 
fondness the touchstone of Ballantine IPA, brewed in this country pretty much to 
the parameters of the classic IPAs of Burton-on-Trent and prefiguring the flavor 
and business model of latter-day versions—hoppy (for the time), generally full-
flavored, and expensive—back in the seventies I’d pretty much only buy a six-
pack of Ballantine IPA when I had birthday money to spend.  The Ballantine IPA 
has come and gone over the years in various versions and revivals, but it served 
as inspiration for a couple of beers that turned out to be pretty influential 
themselves: Anchor Liberty and Sierra Nevada Celebration.  It’s historically 
debatable how closely each of those beers adhered to the style parameters for 
IPA with which today we are more or less in agreement, but one other element 
they had in common was the use of a particular hop variety—Cascade—then a 
relative newcomer to the landscape of generally available ingredients, but today 
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and for quite a few years now the single favorite hop by volume of American craft 
brewers. 

(Slide: Cascade) 

Cascade first made its appearance in the late sixties as a disease-resistant 
alternative to the classic Old World hops then in more general use by big and 
regional American brewers—to say nothing of the brewers in the Old World itself.  
In addition to hardiness it carried a fruitiness unusual in more familiar hops.  
Often described as floral and citrus, its aromatic uniqueness warned off those 
most averse to change, and in fact among the largest American brewers only 
Coors signed onto the Cascade program in any meaningful way.  Cascade’s 
excesses, however, appealed to emergent craft brewers.  Already contributing to 
ales generally registering off any traditional charts of flavor and aroma, the new 
hops became a recognizable building block of many new craft beers.  I’ve 
mentioned Anchor Liberty, first produced in 1975, and Sierra’s Celebration, which 
followed a few years later in 1981 as proto-IPAs, but lots of other beers employed 
Cascade with enthusiasm, including another iconic craft beer, Sierra Nevada Pale 
Ale. 

 

Savvy buyers of hops—which I’m presuming includes pretty much everybody in 
this room—are accustomed to evaluating individual lots of hops within particular 
varieties in an effort to select hops that they think will make unique and tasty 
beers.  The most primal of these analytical experiences is rubbing a pinch of the 
hops between the palms of your hands and selecting based purely on the aroma 
that presents itself.  This method is useful and practical, but of course it doesn’t 
constitute the whole story where any particular hop, or lot of hops, is 
concerned—nor does it give a complete idea of the beer you can make with it.  
There’s also scientific analysis undertaken by gas chromatography and other 
procedures, which paint a picture of hop constituents beyond the pure 
subjectivity of the sniff.  These include obvious benchmarks such as alpha and 
beta acid and cohumulone, elements fundamental to evaluation, of course, but 
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less specific as to flavors and aromas than the grab bag of essential oils, or 
terpenes, that further analysis will present.   

 

Now if you google terpenes these days you get pretty much nothing but weed, 
generally referring to the distillate from particular cannabis varieties mostly 
employed in enhancing the experience of smoking them by the canny addition to 
pens or whatever other devices are available.  They are most often identified by 
the name of the cannabis variety—Sour Diesel, maybe, or Gorilla Glue—from 
which they’ve been extracted, but they too are made up of the terpenic building 
blocks inherent not just in hops, but in pretty much every fruit, vegetable, herb, 
spice and otherwise aromatic organic substance, including those generated by 
some butterflies and other insects.  By picking apart the presence and proportion 
of terpenes in any of these substances one can begin to appreciate various 
commonalities among a lot of what surrounds us amid the living earth, perhaps 
not to point us in individual, incontrovertibly true directions, but to present a 
variegated array from which to choose when we come up with recipes and the 
memories of experience.  How often have you caught a whiff of something you 
can’t even put your finger on but which triggers a particular memory or 
association?  Well, terpenes may not be the Rosetta stone of sensory evaluation, 
but once you’re aware of their distinctions and their variety, it’s hard not to 
evaluate a lot of what you come in contact with in connection with them. 

 

Taking a quick look at some these building blocks of essential oils constituent in 
a few classic hop varieties shows some interesting differences in proportion and 
general makeup.  Where traditional varieties such as East Kent Goldings and 
Hallertauer are substantially higher than more modern types such as Cascade and 
Mosaic in humulene, the eponymous terpene of hops (but also marked as 
constituent to tobacco and laurel), Cascade and Mosaic are far higher than these 
Old World others in myrcene, a compound also analytically evident in cannabis, 
thyme and parsley.  Lest it seem that I’m trying to dismiss our old friends EKG and 
Hallertauer as less complex and evocative than surface-sexier newer varieties—
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even Cascade with its these days more mature appeal—it’s important to note 
that both those relative fossils are markedly higher than Cascade and Mosaic in 
caryophyllene, a terpenic compound also associated with and present in clove, 
rosemary, and yes, cannabis.  Each hop therefore presents a landscape of 
proportion and interaction of analytically appreciable terpenic elements which 
can then be subjectively evaluated in making choices for use, in beer, of course, 
but in other preparations as well.  As illustrated, terpenes overlap in presence 
and effect—if this were easy, we’d probably be on to doing something more 
difficult—but to rely purely on quantitative analysis would be a geeky mistake.  
Conversely, not to be aware of it as a tool could be interpreted as uninformed, 
and even willful. 

 

Cascade was followed in 1985 by Chinook, a hop intense in its evocation of citrus, 
and especially grapefruit, and five years later Centennial made its appearance, 
offering brewers another fruity hop to play with. Most of us in those days, by the 
way, were a long way from talking about terpenes (or really even knowing much 
about what we were doing—we would show each other our bona fides by using 
words like esters and melanoidins and beta-glucans and popping our eyes at each 
other).  These three hops were the building blocks of myriad new beers all along 
the West Coast, and throughout the rest of the country.  A lot of these beers were 
pale, and since we were all showing off they got stronger and stronger, and 
hoppier and hoppier.  I was on the West Coast myself by this time, so perhaps my 
perspective was a little skewed, but I’d spent enough time in other parts of the 
country to have some awareness of what was going on with the arrival of new 
beers.  One theory I can’t resist sharing with you has to do with a single home 
brewing club, the San Andreas Malts, based in the Bay Area.  By their proximity 
to Anchor, its taproom and its notoriously friendly brewers, as well as the fact 
that Chico really isn’t all that far, as some of these homebrewers moved into their 
earliest professional assignments and turned their hands to some of the styles 
long-neglected in their points of origin—styles such as porter, and barley wine, 
and IPA—they couldn’t help having some common points of reference in these 
and other new breweries in the area.  And as the diaspora of the San Andreas 
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Malts played out, they took these beers with them.  Looking at the IPAs produced 
in those early years by former Malts, it’s easy to imagine the seeds of a style 
movement being sown.  Right in the Bay Area, Grant Johnston at Marin Brewing 
brought out Marin IPA; in Sacramento, Phil Moeller brewed Rubicon IPA; up in 
Eugene, at Steelhead Brewing, Teri Fahrendorf made her Bombay Bomber; and in 
Seattle, my friend Ed Tringali brewed Bhagwan’s Best at Big Time Brewery and 
Alehouse.  These were all former Malts, bringing IPA with them as they fanned 
out to professional opportunity in the late 1980s. 

 

Of course the IPA story isn’t entirely about the Northwest, or even the West 
Coast.  The East Coast and Midwest were also developing beers in the style; they 
even continued to brew beers they called IPA in England.  Another development 
that pushed hops increasingly to the forefront was the cleansing of IPA in the San 
Diego area of all but a trace of caramel and other specialty malts.  Many of these 
beers grew up to be double, or Imperial, IPAs—and of course that’s a story in 
itself—but by stripping these beers down to their mainly hoppy elements, the 
new hop varieties that continued to arrive found a forum for use and 
demonstration. 

 

Brokers and growers are always trying to get you interested in the latest thing, of 
course, but back then it was often something French or Slovenian.  But when 
Amarillo made its appearance in the mid-1990s, the hop revolution began in 
earnest.  A proprietary variety developed by Virgil Gamache Farms in the Yakima 
Valley, Amarillo also presented a new business model for hops, particularly as 
everyone had to have it.  Where other varieties called it good with an evocation 
of flowers, or spice, or citrus, Amarillo presented a subjective fruit basket of 
aromas for the fanciful brewer to play with.  The YCH site describes Amarillo as 
suggestive of grapefruit, orange, lemon, melon, apricot and peach.  Next up was 
Simcoe, redolent, in YCH-speak, of passion fruit, pine, berry and earth.  Then 
came Mosaic: blueberry, tangerine, papaya, rose blossoms, grass and bubble 
gum; and Citra: grapefruit, melon, lime, gooseberry, passion fruit and lychee.  And 
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speaking of gooseberry, I think we all remember where we were the day we first 
got a load of Nelson Sauvin.  Of course the Southern hemisphere got into the act, 
and Doug Donelan of NZ hops was grinning from ear to ear.  It was a little scary, 
actually.  And it also wasn’t surprising that there was hop variety schwag—T-
shirts, and water bottles—in some cases even before you could get the hops—
they couldn’t even play their instruments yet, but they were famous. 

 

Is it really that surprising, with all this fruitiness in the descriptions of hops, that 
somebody would eventually put fruit in an IPA?  I mean, really, we were kind of 
dense about it.  Of course the precedent for fruit in beer was not all that 
illustrious—with Belgian, spontaneously fermented exception, of course.  Fruit 
beers, in Craft’s early days, were generally wheat beers, augmented with berries 
or apricots in a transparent effort to attract female drinkers.  But suddenly tough 
guys too were willing to drink beers made with fruit, provided they were strong 
and loaded with hops. We’re about to get more technical in the examination of 
all this fruitiness, but you don’t need to understand the science of it all to make 
an associative leap with some of the fruits and herbs suggested by the hops that 
are literally sitting there right under your very nose. 

 

Was Sculpin the first?  I’m not sure—I doubt it—but it certainly turned out to rule 
the world.  And who can blame them for doing a little line extension with 
grapefruit, and habaneros and whatever else? And of course if we put our minds 
to it we can think of precedents in the use of specialty ingredients in IPA in among 
the years we’ve been traversing in this talk—tea, flowers, herbs—and Herb.  In 
many cases, of course, it’s a bit of a game to tell whether there’s actual fruit in a 
beer, or just fruity hops, and that determination, of course, just gets murkier… 

(Slide: Terpenes Wanted) 

What all those fruity descriptors were really mainly alluding to, of course, are 
terpenes.  Oh sure, there’s a certain amount of marketing-speak in there, and a 
lot of subjectivity, but in fairness, looking at the proportional breakdown of the 
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essential oils in hops does not necessarily provide a roadmap, or a forecast, of 
how it’s going to show up in beer.  Analyses can give an idea of some of the things 
brought to bear, but as in so many things, it’s about balance, and some of the less 
definable aspects that might be inherent in particular varieties.  We all also know 
that hops don’t necessarily sit still for this type of analysis, either.  There are other 
factors such as geography, weather, harvest times and kilning temperatures that 
can suppress, and enhance, elements that when it comes right down to it, might 
just show up best when you’re rubbing hops between your hands.  Each of us also 
theoretically knows best how to get the most out of the ingredients we use. 

 

This slide shows a list of the most common terpenes to appear in analyses of 
hops.  I’ve simply listed them here with a small cluster of descriptors to allude to 
elements of their differentiation.  It would be very easy if these were the only 
flavors and aromas suggested by each of these individual compounds, but in fact 
the world of terpenes is a lot more complex, a lot more interconnected than this 
kind of very basic breakdown might suggest.  Looking at the websites of 
companies that extract and manufacture terpenes and other substances for the 
flavor industry can show you more complete lists of fruits, vegetables, spices and 
herbs in which particular terpenes naturally occur.  I’ll leave this list up here—
and if I had the drawing skills—and the interpretive skills—I’d have perhaps 
drawn a little likeness of each of these guys to appear on the Wanted poster here, 
kind of like the portraits of different kinds of sherry I once saw at an ad agency I 
was interviewing.  I mean, does Farnesene have a moustache?  Is beta-Pinene 
mean?  Anyway, this is a more complete list I’ve taken from the website of the 
Good Scents Company, indicating some of the things that the terpene Humulene 
naturally occurs in: 

 

Allspice, angelica, anise, artichoke, basil, bay laurel, bergamot, blood orange, 

cardamom, carrot, cassia, celery, cinnamon, citronella, clove, cubeb, currant, 

curry leaf, cypress, eucalyptus, fennel, firs, galangal, geranium, ginger, grapefruit, 
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guava, hyssop, juniper berry, lavender, lemon, lemongrass, lime, mandarin, 

mango, marjoram, nutmeg, orange, oregano, parsley, pennyroyal, pepper (black), 

peppermint, pines, raspberry, rosemary, sage, spearmint, tamarind, tea, thyme, 

tomato, turmeric, valerian, witch hazel, wormwood, yarrow, yuzu 

 

You’ll recall that Humulene was a terpene appearing in fairly high concentrations 
in East Kent Goldings and Hallertau hops.  It’s also fairly high in Nelson Sauvin.  
But does all that really tell you how something is going to taste or smell?  Sort of.  
Now Geraniol, a terpene often described as fruity and flowery: 

 

Apple, apricot, basil, bay laurel, bergamot, blackberry, blood orange, 

blueberry, boysenberry, cardamom, carrot, chamomile, cinnamon, 

citronella, clove, coriander, cumin, currant, cypress, dill, eucalyptus, 

fennel, frankincense, galangal, ginger, grapefruit, guava, hyssop, juniper 

berry, lavender, lemon, lime, lovage, mandarin, mango, marjoram, 

nutmeg, orange, oregano, parsley, parsnip, pepper (black), peppermint, 

pines, plum, pomelo, rosemary, sage, spearmint, tamarind, tarragon, 

thyme, tomato, turmeric, valerian, wormwood, yarrow, yuzu 

 

I’ve read you these two lists partly to show how difficult it is to put a couple of 
words to an aroma or flavor—especially when these substances are only a small 
part of even the terpenic story—but also to give you a sense of a comparison I 
made in the book to this kind of evaluation as being kind of like listening to music: 
there are a lot of the same elements, but there are different ones, too, and 
making an assessment of what all this information means is really just letting go 
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and developing a feeling.  It’s also a bit like mapping DNA, which is probably more 
to the point. 

 

Nor are terpenes the only things we should be looking at in trying to tie the flavor 
and aroma elements of potential specialty ingredients into brewing, and brewing 
IPA.  They’re no doubt the most obvious ones, given how readily they suggest and 
describe hops, but most of us know that hops are not the only player in the 
development of delicious beer, and even delicious IPA. 

(Slide: Ester News) 

They’ve taken a bit of a backseat in general these days as certain styles have come 
to be dominant, but esters constitute an important realm in the flavor profile of 
most ales, including IPA.  The chemical combination of fatty acids and alcohol, 
esters are almost invariably described as fruity, and arise from fermentation.  
Ester production is the result of a number of generally controllable factors in 
brewing, things such as yeast selection, pitching rate, oxygenation, fermentation 
temperature, starting gravity, even vessel configuration. Modern American IPAs 
are less estery—if that’s a word—than their English forebears owing to 
differentiation of many of these factors, and a general “leaning” of American 
IPA—perhaps back in San Diego when they were eliminating anything that didn’t 
play directly to hops—and yet hops too can generate esters, both by biosynthesis 
with yeast and dry-hop-induced refermentation. This is a list of some of the most 
commonly identified esters in beer, along with a couple of words describing the 
effect of each of them.  Most of these we know, of course, mainly from our 
sensory training, and most often they are identified amid off-flavors, but let’s give 
esters their due in possible combination with other ingredients.  Banana may not 
seem appropriate for IPA (pineapple probably more so), but anyone who has 
delighted in the appearance of peaches and mangoes in the aroma of a beer in 
fermentation or the early stages of aging and then been a little disappointed as 
those aromas have faded knows what I’m talking about.  Maybe the answer is to 
rebuild some of that fruity character with the addition of actual mangoes or 
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peaches.  Maybe.  But back to banana—has anyone made an IPA using Bavarian 
Hefeweizen yeast? 

 

For the sake of thoroughness I should probably mention thiols and thioesters.  
These are organosulfur compounds, with sulfur standing in for oxygen within 
alcohol molecules generally in undesirable reaction with yeast, including, in the 
case of thioesters, during esterification.  Thiols are also known as mercaptans, 
and while we generally think of mercaptans negatively, in connection with skunk 
spray and the light reaction with hops that can produce skunky-tasting beer, in 
lower concentrations there can be some pleasant notes of grapefruit, passion 
fruit, wine and yuzu peel.  Thioesters can suggest strawberry and melon, but also 
coffee and boiled beef. I mention these mainly as other fruity suggestions that 
can arise during fermentation. 

 

Along with esters, aldehydes are aromatic compounds widely used in the 
production of perfumes.  They naturally occur in such substances as anise, cedar, 
cilantro, cinnamon and citrus, as well as many flowers.  The one we are most 
familiar with is acetaldehyde, or maybe formaldehyde, but I wouldn’t 
recommend harnessing either of those in the production of delicious IPA.  Other, 
more pleasant and also familiar aldehydes are vanillin and furfural, the vanilla 
and caramel elements of many wood-aged beers.  And speaking of wood-aged 
beers, the lactones which contribute that coconutty flavor can also be found 
naturally in angelica root, celery, lovage and sweet woodruff. 

 

What I’m trying to suggest in all of this possibly over-thorough listing of where 
familiar flavors occur in nature and what they are chemically made up of, is the 
web of flavors and occurrence that can be employed in tying in with hops, the 
flavorful and aromatic byproducts of fermentation and whatever other specialty 
ingredients you choose to put in your beer.  Because a broad brush is easier to 
wield for the volume work we’re concentrating today on IPA, but there’s no 
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reason you couldn’t add a touch of this or that to just about any beer in which 
you think it might be appropriate, or surprising. 

(Slide: Rainbow Notes) 

I’m going to borrow once again from the language and experience of music as we 
move into the realm of conception and combination.  First off there’s melody, 
right?  That’s the tune, most likely what sticks in your head even when you don’t 
want it to.  The melody is your base beer, your base IPA, for all its inherent 
complexities and interplay, qualities you’ve built in with all of your skills as a 
brewer, and as a selector and securer of unique and top-quality raw ingredients.  
Then there’s harmony, and while there’s certainly harmony in a well-executed 
beer all on its own, what I mean to suggest is the addition of another voice in a 
different register, the register of fruit, or vegetable or herb or spice or wood or 
coffee, an addition that weaves in amid flavors and effects already evident in the 
beer itself.  These are things you just have a feeling are going to work well 
together, kindred spirits which in many cases share some of the same flavor 
constituents.  This is how you end up with IPA made with grapefruit, or pineapple, 
or Buddha’s Hand or passion fruit.  Or gooseberries.  Haw many of you have made 
an IPA with Nelson Sauvin and gooseberries?  Just checking.  Me too. 

 

Melody is easy.  Harmony is easy; it’s mainly just melodic restatement.  But 
counterpoint is where things get interesting.  This is the process that introduces 
new elements, some maybe partly harmonious but others maybe seemingly at 
odds, or at any rate different from earlier statements of melody, or flavor. 

 

In the book the comparison I draw for this process is making pies.  There are 
certain flavor combinations that just work when you’re making pie.  Different 
kinds of berries combine well, of course, since they’re not really that different, 
especially when subjected to heat and the flavor transformations that occur 
during baking.  If the fruit is tart, sugar can be added.  This is really more harmony, 
as it augments the naturally occurring sugar in the fruit and brings it within a 
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range of palatability.  Putting cinnamon in an apple pie is a really great idea, and 
it adds a different spicy touch to sugariness and the chemical compounds that 
constitute appliness.  Cinnamon is also good with peach.  But what about dates?  
Doesn’t that sound good with either apple or peach?  It isn’t exactly discordant, 
but it is somewhat unexpected, and interesting to encounter, if you like dates.  
What about a little chili, something flavorful like habanero?  That touch begins to 
take us out of the purely sweet—although all peppers have some constituent 
sweetness—and toward something more savory.  From there it’s a short step to 
adding mint, or thyme, or coriander seed. And at this point we might as well ditch 
the crust.  I think you get the idea. 

(Slide: Chinese Menu) 

It’s tempting to think of coming up with ideas for making eclectic IPAs as like one 
of those old-fashioned Chinese menus, where you chose something from column 
A and something from column B to put together the combination of dishes for 
your dinner.  And I suppose to some extent this could work.  You might choose 
something from the fruity hop column and something from the actual fruit 
column, with maybe something from the chili column or the herb column.  But of 
course not every fruit is going to go with every herb, and not everything goes with 
chilis; some people don’t like chilis in beer at all.  And then there are vegetables.  
I mentioned carrots and sweet peppers earlier.  I’d say those are crying out for a 
little help from the herb column, not because they aren’t compelling in 
themselves, but because they’ve got such interesting notes of flavor that a little 
thyme or mustard seed might make them that much more interesting.  Even I will 
admit that Pumpkin isn’t up to much on its own.  It does have some nutritional 
value and it will ferment—which is how in Colonial times it even made it into 
beer—but on its own its kind of slippery and swampy-tasting.  That’s why 
pumpkin pie has those same tired spices in it, and why pumpkin beer generally 
needs something else as well—and preferably not those same five spices, 
especially if it’s going to be an IPA.  I’ve got charts in the book suggesting the use 
and combinations for as many of these things as I could think of. 
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Another thing the charts cover is when to add all these things to the brewing and 
conditioning of IPA, as well as in what form.  Like the aroma of delicate and fruity 
hops, minty herbs or citrus peel added to the boil will just wastefully boil off; far 
better to add them to the whirlpool or fermenter, or in conditioning when 
fermentation is done and their essence won’t be so completely scrubbed out.  
Some things, such as rosemary branches or juniper, can be added to the mash or 
to brewing liquor to give a resinous and flavorful touch, and maybe added again 
later on in conditioning.  Those might also be good with fruit.  There are endless 
combinations of different flavorful and aromatic materials.  Not all of them are 
good together, or in IPA, but many of them are. 

(Slide: Paletas) 

So where does inspiration come from?  And truly, you could do worse than some 
of the flavor combinations in Mexican paletas. 

 

A lot of people find comfort and confidence in science, and in the scientific 
underpinnings of concept.  This approach might pick apart the anticipated ester 
makeup of a particular yeast and various factors of fermentation, along with the 
levels and proportions of the essential oils, the terpenes, present in individual 
hop varieties on the way to choosing a family of fruits or herbs—or two or three—
that would theoretically combine well in the creation of an IPA or other beer.  In 
addition to possibly working, this method could identify an unsung, readily 
available hop as crying out for combination with some lonely little petunia of a 
specialty ingredient.  It’s kind of the Billy Beane approach, the way as described 
in Money Ball he built winning Oakland A’s teams by situationally filling individual 
roster spots with multiple players whose effective aggregate was greater than its 
moderately paid parts.  It might work, it might get the most out of certain aspects 
of formulation, it might even be delicious.  It strikes me that this kind of analysis 
and command is best used for longer-term dialing in, for penning the expressive 
notation atop composition, for providing emphasis and tone once the model has 
been built at full scale.  It’s certainly worth looking at, and it can be fun to think 
this way, but its intellectual rightness can’t be used to justify a lackluster beer 
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unless the story behind it is so compelling that people are willing to drink it for 
conceptual reasons, kind of like brewing beer without hops, or fermenting it at 
zero gravity, or making it as clear as water. 

(Slide: Exotic Produce) 

What I’m more likely to do is go to the produce department of an ethnic or 
specialty grocery store and walk the aisles, looking for stuff that’s seasonal, 
interesting-looking and tasty, that I can buy a bunch of and put in the beer I’m 
going to make tomorrow.  In Seattle we’ve got a great, mainly Japanese but really 
pan-Asian grocery store called Uwajimaya.  A lot of stuff shows up there that only 
rarely appears at more conventional stores, and I’ve made friends with their 
produce folks and had them call me when they get particular things in, like fresh 
yuzu.  Of course that was years ago; now you can practically get fresh yuzu at 
Albertson’s.  These days Hispanic markets are all over the place, too, and not just 
in the Southwest, and of course they’re a great source for chilies of all types, and 
cactus and other interesting fruits and vegetables and herbs—stuff like fresh 
epazote and esoteric mangoes.  For the last couple of years I’ve judged at the big 
national beer competition in Brazil, and I’ve been lucky enough a couple of times 
to judge one or another of their categories incorporating Brazilian fruit—stuff 
we’ve mostly never heard of and at this point almost certainly can’t get.  Now 
that’s a produce aisle. 

(Slide: Spice Market) 

Similarly, I’d recommend finding a really good spice market and cultivating a 
relationship with the people who otherwise spend a lot of their time putting 
together bags of potpourri for tourists.  They’re great sourcers, and can explain 
the differences between all the different cinnamons and crazy peppercorns and 
powdered chilies they’ve got on their shelves.  And like those produce guys, they 
like beer, and love helping you figure out interesting ways to make it.  Speaking 
of getting ideas from other people and their expertise, I recall a visit I made last 
summer with Will Myers from Cambridge Brewing and his wife to the 
Conservatory of Flowers in Golden Gate Park.  We were there to see the corpse 
flower, which was in bloom, but we got to talking with a couple of the guys who 
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tend the plants there and walked around with them for a bit, tearing leaves off 
and smelling aromas of lemon, and cinnamon and allspice.  Will’s an old hand at 
making surprising and delicious beers with unusual ingredients.  He’s not a huge 
IPA fan, but he’s been known to make one or two. At Magnolia we also make an 
ongoing beer with the California Academy of Sciences, augmented with some of 
the botanicals they’ve got growing on their living roof.  And some of the most 
interesting talks I’ve heard over the past couple of years at this conference have 
been by people who have made foraging a central tenet of their breweries and 
the beers they make. 

 

Like many of us I’ve gotten a lot of my ideas for beers from cooking, and from 
reading about food.  I once made a pumpkin beer based on a recipe for a Mexican 
snack mix; I used everything but the butter, and cut back pretty far on the salt.  
With its combinations of bold flavors and contrasts, Mexican cuisine is 
particularly well suited for getting ideas for IPA; as many kinds of molé as exist—
that’s how many molé-themed IPAs there could be.  Ditto Indian cuisine.  All 
those spices that make up various curry blends can be used in endless 
combination with the spiciness and fruit of hops.  I’m not sure I’d go all the way 
with curry, but given that curries are typically made up of a combination of 
turmeric, cardamom, cumin, coriander, cinnamon, black pepper, cloves and lots 
of other stuff it strikes me there’s a lot of possibility. 

 

For general reading about specific fruit I’d like to give a shout-out to my favorite 
fruit writer, a guy named David Karp, who’s written for the New York Times and 
various other publications about types and varieties of fruit, including their 
histories of cultivation and importation and what differentiates them from more 
normal and engineered examples.  Like us he understands that often things taste 
best just before—or even as—they go bad. 
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It may once again seem a bit conceptual, but history is a good place to look for 
inspiration where the creation of new beers and new IPAs are concerned.  This 
goes back to my antecedent and antithesis theme, and includes such things as 
wood-aged IPA and the influence of bacteria on beer, something which 
throughout history had more inevitability than it generally does today.  It could 
also include any obscure historical ideas you manage to dig up, destined one day 
no doubt to constitute an entire BA style designation. And yet I’d recommend 
where deliciousness and inspiration are concerned not to get too hung up on 
gnat’s ass historical accuracy.  Sometimes it’s misinterpretation that yields the 
best, most interesting result. 

(Slide: Inspiration) 

Let’s also raise a glass to perversity and novelty, to the shock of the new and 
never before conceived.  This can sometimes go too far, with frankly un-delicious 
and even toxic ingredients enlisted to make beers so heavy on concept that they 
are disgusting and even harmful.  This is also a good time to implore you to make 
absolutely certain that what you’re putting into your eclectic IPA is safe for 
human consumption.  Different varieties of the same general organism can be 
safely consumed or poisonous, depending, as can different parts of the same 
plant.  Like poinsettia flowers, for example, the leaves of a plant as common—
and commonly eaten—as rhubarb are poisonous when ingested.  The tips of 
certain conifers can provide a fresh, herbal and incidentally anti-scorbutic touch 
to beer, but Socrates committed suicide by drinking hemlock. 

 

It would be easy to say—and true, to a point—that the sources for inspiration in 
this room for new beers and new, eclectic IPAs are as many as those of us sitting 
and standing in it, but it’s really more that because of the degree to which we 
share ideas and combine forces in the interest of delicious and interesting beer, 
it’s more about permutation, the endless combination of each of us with each 
other.  I hope I’ve given you an idea of some of the things to think about in the 
development of new recipes, and some of the elements in particular where 
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crafting augmented, or eclectic, IPAs are concerned, and that I eventually get to 
taste these beers.   

(Slide: Thank You!) 

Thank you very much for your attention. 

 

 

 


